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Elevate your cloud game 
with the emma multi-cloud 
management platform 
Designed for start-ups to enterprises, emma* streamlines your cloud journey —
whether you're starting out or managing a sophisticated multi-cloud system. 
Unlock unparalleled innovation and seize a competitive edge in today's fast-paced 
business world.

*emma - enterprise multi-cloud management application

 emma offers a comprehensive set of capabilities

Access to cloud services in 50+ 
regions and 150+ cloud locations

Built-in migration tools

Cloud-native networks

Containers and microservices

AI-analytics and predictions

Single service level agreement

eStore (applications gallery)

Provisioning and orchestration

Inventory and classification

Monitoring and analytics

Cost management and optimization

Compliance and identity control

Networking

Open APIs and CLI
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All-in-one 

Where many offer piecemeal solutions, emma stands as a holistic answer. 
Integrating management, financial oversight, seamless networking, and policy 
enforcement, our platform reduces clutter and paves the way for unprecedented 
savings of up to 80%.

Complete oversight

Experience a clear view of your entire cloud ecosystem through our unified 
dashboard. emma allows businesses to track performance, gauge resource usage, 
uphold security measures, and maintain regulatory standards across every cloud. 
Harness this comprehensive insight to make informed choices, address challenges 
swiftly, and uphold a gold standard in operations.

Universal сloud integration

Our platform seamlessly integrates with top cloud providers (AWS, Google Cloud, 
Microsoft Azure and others, including a private cloud providers), enabling 
organizations to leverage their strengths without being tied to one platform, 
staying agile in a fast-evolving industry.

Cost efficiency

Harness real-time insights into cloud expenditures across various providers. With 
emma, pinpoint savings opportunities, maintain budget discipline, and strategically 
manage cloud expenses. The outcome: swift deployments, optimal resource 
allocation, and enhanced business value.

emma's Seamless Multi-Cloud Management 
for a Cloud-Agnostic Future

From inception to execution, emma provides seamless operations, cost 
optimization, enhanced connectivity, and robust governance for your multi-cloud 
endeavors. Replace disjointed tools with crystal-clear visibility and unmatched 
control.
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Smart automation

Using machine learning and AI, emma refines multi-cloud operations. It automates 
tasks like provisioning and scaling, minimizing manual input and boosting 
productivity. Plus, our optimization tools analyze performance and costs, ensuring 
you get the most from your resources and see tangible cost benefits.

Seamless connections

emma's cloud networking reshapes multi-cloud connectivity. With our unified 
network fabric, managing resources across various providers becomes effortless. 
We ensure secure connections, implement network policies, and optimize traffic 
routing, building a foundation for resilient network structures. Smooth 
communication and data transfers between cloud environments are now a given.

Adaptive architecture & growth

emma's modular and extensible design ensures you're ready for the cloud's future 
shifts. Stay ahead, seamlessly integrate new technologies, and scale multi-cloud 
endeavors limitlessly. Navigate the dynamic cloud terrain and harness innovations 
to drive your expansion.

High-level platform architecture diagram
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